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Abstract. Practicum is a process to gain meaningful knowledge through hands on and minds on activity, 

thusplan is needed in practicum  to connect the conceptual side and methodological side. Vee diagram-based 

Biology practicum learning was arranged to lower cognitive load of student in designing experiment so the 

practicum activity become meaningful because the students can see the interesting side in both conceptual side 

and methodological side. The design that being used in this study was educational study and development. 

Based on the result of this study, it can be informed that there is lowering of student cognitive load, both in 

extraneous load and germane load, in designing experiment based on vee diagram 
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I. Introduction 

Theoretically, practicum is conducted  to develop 

student¶V potential in comprehending cognitive skill, 

psychomotor skill and affective skill, but in the practice, 

practicum experience in most schools cannot provide any 

meaningful experience for the student, that is because the 

practicums that commonly done are more into clarifying the 

concept learned by student. The statement is supported by 

Supriatno (2013) who stated that the practicum activity 

generally done deductively with expository model, 

commonly known as verification or confirmatory. 

Furthermore, supriatno explained that procedure aspect, 

generally are guided like activity in cookbook, there is 

almost no space for student to design or manipulate the 

variables.  

Based on result of the field study conducted by Biology 

Education post-graduate students at UniversitasKuningan 

(Kuningan University), it is found that the practice of 

practicum in schools is only done to complete the theoretic 

learning in classroom activity, without following the 

suggestion of curriculum, this means the concept that being 

developed is not aiming to get essential comprehending of 

the lesson. This case is proven because no one has ever 

analyzed the syllabi in designing practicum activity, resulted 

that most practicums do not match the competence stated in 

curriculum. Almost all the teachers have not developed 

student worksheet that corresponding with the concept, they 

commonly use worksheet that was provided in text books.   

 

 

 

 

 

II. Theory 

The heuristic vee learning can be used to help student in 

doing practicum, especially in designing experiment. The 

components of vee diagram help student in constructing and 

comprehending knowledge so that they understand what is 

they learn and what it is about after conducting practicum 

(Alvarez &Risko, 2007)Thosecomponents, based on Novak 

and Gowin (1985) are divided into two. Conceptual side and 

methodological side. Conceptual side includes concepts, 

principles, theory, and philosophy. Meanwhile 

methodological side includes record, transformation, 

interpretation, and knowledge claim.  

Cognitive load is defined as the mental load in doing 

certain task which effects on cognitive processing system. 

The mental load from the task and the mental effort that are 

needed to measure task is important dimension of cognitive 

load, �WKDW�FDQ�EH�XVHG�WR�PHDVXUH�FRJQLWLYH�ORDG��3DVV�	�9DQ�

0HUULHI QERHU���������9DQ�*RJ�	�3DVV���������7RWDO�FRJQLWLYH�

load from working memory consist of three catagories; 

intrinsic, germane and extraneous (Sweller, 2005; Swelleret 

al., 1998). Marcus et al.(1996) stated that cognitive load from 

learning material is affected by the prior knowledge, the 

teaching process and organization of learning material.  

Biology practicum is a course that provides student to 

design laboratory experiment and also field study.  The 

experiment designed by the student should be able to connect 

conceptual aspect learned in classroom with methodological 

aspect learned in laboratory or on field. Experiment is a 

method where the scientist test natural phenomenon in hope 

to get new knowledge (Nuryani, 2005). The good experiment 
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design should follow logic design to accurately isolate and 

test specific variable. By learning about fundamental 

principle behind experiment design, you will be able to apply 

this principle to your own experiment. No matter what scoop 

it is, all good experiment operate corresponds with logic 

principle and deductive frorm science method. All scientist 

design experiment to answer questions or to solve problems. 

The next step is writing hypothesis. Hypothesis is potentially 

right answer for a question or explanation that will be tested. 

During the experiment, student have to write all the 

observation that been done. The result of observation is data 

that you have. Data interpretation means explaining the data 

itself. Student can do simple comparison or search for 

tendency of pattern to do data interpretation. In taking 

conclusion student have to compare the result of data 

interpretation with the hypothesis they made in the beginning 

of experiment. Based on the former explanation, the next step 

is they can decide whether the hypothesis is correct or wrong. 

The step is called deduce the conclusion.  

 

III. Method 

This study developedvee diagram-based biology 

practicum learning based in designing experiment to lower 

cognitive load of biology teachers. This study used 

educational research and  development model  (Borg & Gall, 

2001) 

The study of practicum learning based on vee diagram 

was done at Biology Education Study Program, on post-

graduate school in private university in Kuningan, that have 

good mark in accreditation system.  The subject that were 

involved in trial stage are 20 students who were on the third 

semester in academic year of 2012-2013. Whereas for 

implementation stage, involving 36 students who were on 

third semester in 2014-2015 academic year that were taking 

biology practicum course. 

The Biology Practicum Learning based on Vee diagram 

that was developed has six stages of learning, which are (a) 

Information presentation aimed to develop content skill in 

designing practicum activity in lab or on the field. The 

presentation of information is conducted by discussing the 

importance of comprehending the relation between 

conceptual aspect and methodological aspect in designing 

experiment, and the development of experiment design 

should match the the nature of sciencein learning science. (b) 

Syllabi analysis, aimed to analyze basic competence to 

elaborate the practice for developing knowledge aspect, 

procedure or method and also score from the concept that 

been learned. (c) Experiment design, aimed to implement the 

result of syllabi analysis into laboratory activity. Vee diagram 

was used to ease the implementation of syllabi analysis. (d) 

Experiment design presentation, aimed to present the result 

of experiment design and get advice from other students. The 

presentation of design marked as good if it already develop 

concept based on the nature of science value. (e) Practicum 

worksheet creation, aimed to develop worksheet that match 

the real condition. (f) Worksheet practice test, aims to test the 

practice of the worksheet in laboratory or on the field. In this 

stage, students had to effectively and efficiently use the time, 

tools, and material.  

The measurement of cognitive load and data analysis is 

conducted in quantitative and qualitative. All analysis data 

process, in correlation, use SPSS 20 for windows.  

 

IV. Result and Discussion 

Based on the implementation result of biology practicum 

learning based on vee diagram in lowering student cognitive 

load generally use strategy that can develop student positive 

perception in relating conceptual side and methodological 

side. The result of implementation gave information as 

mentioned below: 

A.  Information presentation stage.  

In this stage student were given the explanation about 

how to relate conceptual side to methodological side and the 

importance of the match between conceptual side and 

methodological side in conducting practicum at schools. In 

this stage also, the student were asked to analyze the match of 

concept and method on worksheet that commonly used in 

schools. The result of student analysis on the worksheet that 

commonly used by schools showed that there were many 

mismatch between basic competence in syllabi both from 

KTSP curriculum and 2013 curriculum with the practice of 

curriculum. The next strategy was after students analyzed the 

worksheet, they were asked to reconstruct the worksheet 

based on basic competence and science value. In this stage, 

students started to be keen for mistakes in worksheet that 

commonly used in schools, for example there was a 

worksheet about cell that aimed to do practicum that 

differentiate prokaryote cell and eukaryote cell, but in 

observation session the observation only differentiate the 

animal cell and plant cell. This is clearly showed that 

worksheet has not able to facilitate student to differentiate the 

two types of cells, because the observation only covered the 

observation ofeukaryote cell.  

B. Syllabi analysis stage 

In this stage the lectures gave instruction to identify the 

match of basic competence with the nature of sciencethat 

would be developed during the practicum. Students did 

discussion about what basic competence they going to choose 

and what skill will be improved during the practicum., that 

later will be formulated into operational verb that will be 

derived into three components of science value; cognitive, 

psychomotor, and affective that will be develop during the 

practicum. The need to emphasize on the nature of 

sciencewhile analyzing syllabi is because almost all 

worksheet used in school never touch the science value. This 

reality make the practicum activity meaningless. The result of 

practicum only abut theory confirmation and tend to 

strengthening just the cognitive side. Student were never 
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expected to use their science process skill during the 

practicum. The students only asked to collect data but the 

process of collecting data is not being noticed, for example 

how the student do the process of observation, data 

interpretation, classification etc. The affective aspect also 

rarely noticed during the practicum, thus the knowledge 

gained by students could not give any experience to apply the 

practicum result in their daily lives. By analyzing syllabi, the 

student will comprehend how to lower the basic competence 

on the nature of sciencethat can be done during the 

practicum.  

C. Experiment design stage  

In this stage the lecturer gave instruction on how to 

designing experiment using vee diagram, where the 

experiment designshould match with the nature of 

sciencethey had made beforehand. The students decide: 1) 

conceptual side that will be formulated into questions, 

theories, principles, concept, hypothesis, variables and 

conduction. 2) Methodological side that will be decided are 

the record, data transformation knowledge claim and value 

claim.  

While designing the experiment, student can relate 

conceptual side and methodology side that will be developed 

during the practicum. The conceptual side was formulated 

when designing the experiment has enabled student to do the 

practicum and observe or identified the practicum result, thus 

student can collect the result data from practicum to be 

transformed afterwards. Data transformation was designed in 

vee diagram has been able to facilitate student to interpret the 

result data from practicum, thus the student can evaluate 

whether the practicum has matched the objective of 

practicum and theory got by students.  

D. Experiment Design Presentation Stage 

In this stage students are asked to present their vee 

diagram-based experiment design. Based on the presentation 

it can be informed that the students were 1) facing hardship 

in differentiating between theory, concept and principle that 

have to be formulated in vee diagram, this  would impede the 

variable decision for practicum, 2) facing hardship in 

recording to ease interpretation of practicum result data, most 

of students had not inputted the quality of observation result 

and standard indicator for quality and quantity of practicum 

result., 3) facing hardship in claiming the score, especially 

the ones that related to daily lives. Those hardships can be 

overcame by brain storming method, thus the students could 

get advises from lecturers and their friends. 

E. Practicum Worksheet making process stage 

In this stage students made worksheet based on the 

arrangement standard developed by depdiknas (2013) 

(ministry of cultures and education). The developed 

worksheet  should contain the name of schools, subject name, 

class, semester, learning material, basic competence, 

indicator, objective of practicum, tools and material needed, 

procedure, observation result and data analysis.  

F. Worksheet conduction test stage 

In this stage students tried to apply their worksheets in 

laboratory, where the practicums were conducted by peer 

teaching, based on the analysis, 90%of worksheets could be 

conducted within the planned time, which was 60 minutes. 

Integration between the conceptual side and 

methodological side in designing experiment using vee 

diagram gave positive feedback for student thinking process. 

Especially in their effort to comprehend the conceptual side 

that have to be connected to methodological side. The 

positive feedback depended to the learning strategy used in 

the biology practicum learning based on vee diagram, which 

are (a) The learning process was conducted contextually, thus 

the students were easier to comprehend the concept that was 

learned, because it always related to the problem happened in 

the practicums at their own schools. (b) Contextual learning 

enable the positive behavior and perception on the students, 

this showed theinvolve of student in discussion and giving 

argumentation in analyze methodological side and conceptual 

side when designing the experiment. (c) Identification on the 

focus of the question that match with the phenomenon or 

object that was going to be observed helped student in 

formulating theory, and basic concept. (d) Ability to 

formulate basic concept affected on the increase of skill in 

deciding the treatment that will be observed. (e) Syllabi 

analysis related to the nature of science helped students in 

deciding the knowledge and value that will be developed 

during the practicum, therefore the conduction of practicum 

related to the demand of curriculum that emphasized on the 

balance between hard skill and soft skill.  

Measurement of Experiment Designing Skill.  

Learning strategy that was developed in biology 

practicum course was proven could lowering germane load in 

designing experiment. The result can be observed based on 

the experiment designing skill presented on the table 1.  

Table 1. Experiment designing skill 

Indicator of 

Experiment designing 

skill  

Score 

Focus of questions  3.2 

Theory/concept/principle 3.4 

Conduction  3.4 

Recording process  3.3 

Knowledge claim 3.1 

Score claim 2.8 

Average  3.17 

 

Based on 1 Table, it can be explained that the skill of 

students in designing experiment has been good because they 

JRW�����IURP�WKH�VFDOH�RI����7KH�KLJKHVW�VWXGHQWV¶�VNLOOV�OLH�RQ�

formulating theory/basic concept and deciding activity in 

practicum. This shows that students are able to relate the 

conceptual side and methodological side in designing 
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expHULPHQW�� 7KH� ORZHVW� VWXGHQW¶V� VNLOO� OLHV� RQ� WKH� score 

claiming from the result of the practicum. The low score on 

the score claiming indicators shows that the students are not 

familiar with relating practicum score with development of 

attitude in making decision that is beneficial in daily basis.  

In designing experiment student has able to (a) 

Formulating the focus of question which is related to basic 

concept in practicum. (b) Formulating theory and basic 

concept that relevant with the proposed method, hypothesis 

and variable. (c) Deciding activity that will be done by 

students and consistent with the focus of the question and the 

record of observation. (d) Formulating questions related to 

the gain of knowledge based on the result of practicum, thus 

student are expected to get facts from the object or 

phenomenon to strengthen the understanding of concept they 

learned.  

Measurement of mental effort in designing experiment 

The measurement of student cognitive load when 

receiving information (extraneous load) in this study aims to 

know the student cognitive load from the application of vee 

diagram-based biology practicum learning. Student cognitive 

activity on the application of vee diagram ± based biology 

practicum learning is the student mental effort in constructing 

cognitive scheme to comprehend experiment design. In this 

VWXG\�� VWXGHQWV¶� PHQWDO� HIIRUW� LV� FDWHJRUL]HG� DV� ORZ� LI� WKH�

student feel at ease in formulating the focus of question, 

deciding theory and basic concept, deciding the conduction 

of practicum, recording the result of practicum, deciding the 

knowledge claim, and deciding score claim that should be 

gained by the students in designing experiment. Low mental 

effort show the decreasing of extraneous load.  

Learning strategy that is developed in biology practicum 

learning was proven can lowering extraneous load in 

designing experiment, this is result of mental effort in 

designing experiment is presented on the table 2.  

Table 2. The mental effort in designing experiment 

Experiment designing 

skill indicators 
Score 

Focus of questions  2.75 

Theory/concept/principle 2.8 

Conduction  2.8 

Recording process  2.6 

Knowledge claim 2.6 

Score claim 3.2 

Average  2.76 

 

Based on table ��LW�FDQ�EH�GHVFULEHG�WKDW�VWXGHQWV¶�PHQWDO�

effort in designing experiment has been easy enough, this is 

VKRZQ�E\� WKH�DYHUDJH�RI� VWXGHQWV¶�PHQWDO�HIIRUW� WKDW� LV������

RXW�RI� VFDOH�RI����7KH� ORZHVW� VWXGHQWV¶�PHQWDO�HIIRUWV� OLH�RQ�

the indicator of recording practicum result and claiming 

knowledge. This shows that students found it easier to 

understanding the methodological side in designing 

experiment, but the mental effort was supported by the 

VWXGHQWV¶� VNLOO� LQ� IRUPXODWLQJ� IRFXV� RI� WKH� TXHVWLRn, theory 

and basic concept thus it can be informed that the lowest 

mental effort in deciding the methodological side was 

supported by the skill in deciding conceptual side. The 

KLJKHVW� VWXGHQWV¶� PHQWDO� HIIRUW� OLHG� RQ� FODLPLQJ� VFRUH�

indicator or the score gained from the result of practicum. 

This high effort of students in score claiming showed that 

they found it hard to relate the result of practicum with the 

development of attitude that beneficial in daily basis.  

The Relation between Mental Effort and Experiment 

Designing Skill.  

6WXGHQWV¶�H[WUDQHRXV�ORDG�LQ�GHVLJQLQJ�H[SHULPHQW�LQ�WKLV�

study shows how vee diagram-based biology practicum 

learning can facilitate student in designing experiment, while 

the designing experiment skill (germane load) in this study 

VKRZV� VWXGHQWV¶� VNLOO� Ln transferring knowledge from long 

term memory as the result of vee diagram-based biology 

practicum learning. The two cognitive load are related to 

each other. To figure out the relation between the two 

cognitive loads. The analysis using correlational test was 

done.  

Base on the relation between two cognitive load showed 

significant correlation p=0.00*<0.01. negative correlation 

between extraneous load and germane load showed that the 

ORZHU� VWXGHQWV¶� PHQWDO� HIIRUW� LQ� XQGHUVWDQGLQJ� LQIRUPDWLRQ�

for integrating conceptual side and methodological side, the 

KLJKHU� VWXGHQWV¶� VNLOO� LQ� GHVLJQLQJ� H[SHULPHQW�� &RHIILFLHQW�

determinant between extraneous load on germane loadis 0.83. 

This showed that 83% of experiment designing skill was 

HIIHFWHG� E\� VWXGHQWV¶� PHQWDO� HIIRrt caused by biology 

practicum that was being developed. Students who got low 

experiment designing score had high mental effort, whereas 

the students who get high experiment designing score had 

low mental effort.  

Mental effort in designing experiment in this study was 

used to measure extraneous load, which is the load cause by 

learning design and organization of learning material. Vee 

diagram-based biology practicum learning in this study used 

constructivism approach using several strategies in delivering 

learning material. The strategies used in this study were 

emphasizing on. First, the importance of learning condition, 

second, the importance of prior knowledge in learning 

process, third, help understanding information and how the 

information were used.  

6WXGHQWV¶� H[WUDQHRXV� ORDG� LQ� WKLV� VWXG\� VKRZHG� VFRUH� RI�

2.76. this showed that the strategies that were being used in 
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vee diagram ± based biology curriculum learning put student 

at ease in processing information about relation between 

conceptual side and methodological side in working memory 

and construct the cognitive scheme.  

The lowering mental skill could be retained on the next 

learning stage, because those three stages use strategy that 

facilitate student to assimilate information on knowledge that 

already have cognitive structure. By assimilating the 

information, student could widen and modify the relation 

between concept, thus can ease students in analyzing 

information. The lowering in mental effort was also proven 

by responds from students. Students tended to state strongly 

agree on the learning process because they already had 

positive perspective on the learning process. This can be 

proven when they were assigned to design experiment, 

students tested their designs as material for presentation and 

did the worksheet that has been designed well.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Based on the study about development of vee-diagram 

based biology practicum learning, it can be conclude that the 

learning has six stages of learning, there are information 

presentation, syllabi analyze, experiment designing, 

practicum worksheet making process, and worksheet 

conduction test have been alternative to relate conceptual side 

and methodological side in designing experiment with low 

cognitive load. The low cognitive load of students when 

relate conceptual side with methodological side in designing 

experiment is because of the learning process emphasized on 

the creation of conducive learning condition, develop 

thinking potential, contextual information packaging, and 

conduct cooperative learning.  

The result of this study showed that experiment designing 

skill is categorized as good with average score 3.17. Students 

mental effort in designing experiment is categorized low 

�������� VWXGHQWV¶� PHQWDO� HIIRUW� LQ� GHVLJQLQJ� H[SHULPHQW� KDV�

proven to effect experiment designing skill. The correlation 

between intrinsic germane load on germane load was 

negative correlated. This study result showed that low mental 

effort ease student in designing experiment. Thus, the 

application of learning that was developed could increase 

thinking skill, facilitate student to construct cognitive scheme 

that enable them to gain holistic knowledge through the 

relation between conceptual material that being learned with 

relevant study field, and also facilitate the use of several 

cognitive process that emphasize on thinking skill, and 

overcome the hardship of cognitive task faced by students 

caused by cognitive capacity that different for each students.   
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